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Abstract. As a consequence of digital transformation many aspects
related to the industrial manufacturing processes are facing changes. In
terms of Human-Machine Interaction, the User Interface (UI) plays the
most important role as a mediator between the human and certain assis-
tance systems. In traditional industrial environments, the UIs are usually
designed to handle a unimodal input command (via touch screen, key-
board or mouse) and to present a feedback in a visual way. However, due
to the nature of the tasks there is a need for the human workers to easily
shift tasks and acquire new skills. For this reason, in the UI adapta-
tion process the personal abilities and preferences of the human workers
should be taken into consideration. In this paper, we present a novel
reference model for multi-modal adaptive UIs for assistance systems in
manufacturing processes. Our approach provides a solution framework
for adaptation of assistance systems in manufacturing processes not only
based on the environmental conditions, but also based on the personal
characteristics and abilities of the human workers, obtained by a person-
alized Digital Twin.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, many governments and industrial associations in the world
introduced various initiatives oriented towards the new industrial revolution,
including Industry 4.0. The vision of these initiatives is incorporating technolog-
ical changes and advancements in different industrial applications, which subse-
quently will induce changes in the nature of the tasks and the demands for the
human workers. Each individual worker in context of Industry 4.0 will face vari-
ety of challenges and problems to solve, mostly related to high cognitive activities
[1]. To address this problem, one of the visions is to ensure that the machines
and the humans interact and work collaboratively, such that the machines assist
the humans. In terms of the Human-Machine Interaction, the User Interface
(UI) plays the most important role as a mediator between the human and a
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certain machine. Traditional industrial UIs are usually designed to handle a uni-
modal input and to present visual feedback. However, in a dynamically context-
changing environment, the possibility for having a unimodal interaction repre-
sents a big constraint for the human workers. Therefore, there is an emerging
need for providing multi-modal UIs which adapt to the current context, personal
abilities and preferences of the human workers. In order to tackle this problem,
in our paper, we introduce a solution approach for providing multi-modal adap-
tive UIs for assistance systems in context of industrial manufacturing processes.
For this purpose, we extend our existing model-based reference framework for
adaptive UIs [2] by incorporation of a Digital Twin of a human in order to define
a structure which models in a systematic and fine-grained way specific human
abilities, characteristics and preferences. We use this structure as a source for
providing personalized information, based on which the UIs of assistance systems
can adapt. The rest of the paper is structured in the following way: in Sect. 2
we elaborate two example scenarios which describe the problem space. Section 3
presents the related work in respect to topics related to adaptive UIs and the
concept of a digital twin. Our solution approach is elaborated in Sect. 4 and in
Sect. 5 we evaluate our approach based on two case studies. Section 6 concludes
this paper and provides outlook for the future work.

2 Example Scenarios

In this section, we present two example scenarios in order to illustrate the prob-
lem in respect to assistance systems in manufacturing processes. The first exam-
ple scenario is related to manual assembly of an Electrical Cabinet (E-cabinet),
while the second scenario represents the process of manual assembly of a concrete
product in a Smart Factory. With these example scenarios we intend to illustrate
more precisely the problem domain and the current challenges. These example
scenarios are derived from the results of our interdisciplinary study, realized by
conduction of semi-structured interviews with experts from different research
fields: Psychology, Sociology, Didactic, Economics, Computer Science, Electrical
and Mechanical Engineering. The main objective of the study was investigation
of the requirements and needs of the human workers in the industrial sector and
development of a solution to meet these requirements.

2.1 Example Scenario 1: Manual Assembly of E-Cabinet

Figure 1 illustrates an example scenario by emphasizing the challenges which
the human worker (electrician) is facing by performing an assembly task for an
E-cabinet with help of an assistance system - tablet. As we can observe in Fig. 1,
there are six different situations depicting the current challenges. According to
Situation 2, the electrician faces problems due to the brightness of the tablet
and has to stop assembling in order to re-configure it. In Situation 3, he has
to perform actions in the back side of the E-Cabinet and he can’t carry the
tablet with him. He has to go several times back and forth to finish connecting
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some cables. Situation 4 shows that even in vocal mode, the adaptation is not
appropriately personalized - the interfering noise from other machines around
and the speed of the voice instructions are too fast for a 60 year old worker.

E-CabinetLegend: Electrician Assistance System -
Tablet

distance = 3m

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

I need to assemble the E-
cabinet for a factory.  

Let me open the assistance
app on my tablet. The tablet

will stay here in the front
attached with a magnet,

because I can't carry
it while  

assembling.

The light went off and
this brightness is

hurting my eyes. Does
this tablet knows that I

have vision
impairments and I get a
headache when I work

in this condition???

I can't even see the
tablet when I have to

connect something
here in the back. It
would be good if it
can talk to me and

guide me.

It is getting  
too loud here. I can't even

hear properly the
instructions. The speech is
too fast. It shoud know at
least that I am a 60-year

old man and I need more
time. And I have worked
with this app only 2 days!

Why I can't find the
"MENU" button

here? How I go to the
next instruction? It's

too much
information for me.
What this hamburger 
  suppose to mean???

From here I can't see
the letters to decide

which tool to take next. 
Why there are so many
animations and colors
on the screen - I am not

used to it! 

Fig. 1. Example Scenario 1 - manual assembly of an E-Cabinet

In Situation 5, we can observe that he has difficulties in terms of the naviga-
tion and dealing with the information presentation on the graphical UI, since he
doesn’t have advanced user experience. Furthermore, as presented in Situation
6, when attempting to perform an action from a longer distance, the electrician
faces problems in recognition of the layout and the size of the UI elements.
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2.2 Example Scenario 2: Manual Assembly of a Product in a Smart
Factory

This scenario demonstrates the challenges which the human worker faces during
manual assembly of a product (LEGO car) in a Smart Factory. As Fig. 2 depicts,
the working environment consists of an Assembly Station, a Tool Kit and an
Assistance System - Tablet (on the left side, fixed). According to Situation 1,
the worker opens the interactive guide and starts with the assembly instructions,
which are visually presented on the screen. In Situation 2, the worker has to use
gloves for operating with a tool and therefore he can not give commands by
touch. It takes him a lot of time to stop and set back the instructions while
removing the gloves several times.

Assembly
Station

Legend: Worker Assistance System -
Tablet

1. I am starting
the

interactive
guide with
instructons

for assembly
of a LEGO

car.

3.
From here,
I can not

see
anything

on the
tablet.
How

should I
know

which tool I
should use

now? 

2.
For this tool, I

have to use
gloves. I can't

control the
touch screen

while wearing
gloves, It take so

much time to
remove and put

them again.

4.

There is too
much

information on
the screen. I

have difficulties
to find out how

to navigate!

distance = 1.2 m

Fig. 2. Example Scenario 2 - manual assembly of a product in Smart Factory

In Situation 3, the worker switches to the next assembly step, for which he
has to use a specific tool and it is practically impossible to follow the instruc-
tions while searching for the tool in the Tool Kit placed on the right side. This
situation requires that the worker again moves several times until he identifies
the desired tool. In Situation 4, the worker finds difficulties in recognizing a
concrete assembly piece of the product. He is confused, because he sees many
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details on the screen, which de-focus him. He needs more precise details about
the concrete piece, since the assembly piece looks very similar to some of the
previous ones. For this, the worker invests much time in navigating and orienting
on the graphical UI.

From these two scenarios, we can observe that both human workers expe-
rience several challenges during interaction with an assistance system due to
context-changing conditions, as well as their personal abilities and character-
istics. Based on the concrete example scenarios, we can identify several main
challenges for supporting the development of smart assistance systems:

– C1: Monitoring the context of use. This aspect refers to uncontrol-
lable contextual and environmental changes during the working process and
domain-specific constraints, such as change in the lighting condition, noise
interference or distance and location variability.

– C2: Lack of UI adaptation features in existing assistance systems.
This aspect addresses the problem that existing assistance systems lack capa-
bilities to adapt the UI based on the current contextual conditions, such as
switching to vocal mode, adapting the navigation or adapting the presenta-
tion.

– C3: User Experience improvement through analysis of interaction
patterns. This aspect targets the need for personalization and knowledge
from past user experiences. Currently, there is no approach in the context of
assistance systems for manufacturing processes which includes these factors
in the UI adaptation process. From the example scenarios, we can observe the
necessity for the assistance systems to obtain knowledge about the workers’
personal characteristics (e.g. age, vision impairments, cognitive capabilities,
etc.) and the past user experiences (e.g. usage of certain devices, apps, inter-
action styles, etc.)

3 Related Work

In this section, we provide an overview of the related work in respect to the con-
cepts associated to adaptive UI and digital twin. In terms of assistance systems,
the study of Gorecky [1] provides an overview of the possibilities for human-
machine interaction in Industry 4.0, with indication that the interaction in the
industrial environments in the future will be mostly based on intelligent mobile
assistance systems, such as tablets and mobile phones.

3.1 Adaptive UI

Currently, various research approaches address specific aspects of the UI adap-
tation process. An overview of the variety of adaptation techniques is presented
in the studies of Oppermann [3] and Brusilovsky [4]. Furthermore, in our exist-
ing work [2,5–7], we have established a model-driven engineering approach for
generating context-specific adaptive UIs which support the modeling, transfor-
mation and execution of adaptive UIs. Our model-driven engineering approach
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was applied for different application domains like cross-channel banking applica-
tions or library management applications. In addition, we elaborate the aspect
of model-driven context management in our work presented in [8], with focus
on contextual parameters which effect the adaptation process of the UIs. How-
ever, these approaches do not focus on UI adaptation in terms of incorporating
a fine-grained human model for accurate personalization of the adaptive UIs.

3.2 Digital Twin

Nowadays, the Digital Twin framework is frequently mentioned as one of the
main enablers for digital transformation. The term Digital Twin was first intro-
duced in 2002 by Grieves [9] in context of product lifecycle management. In the
context of Industry 4.0, the Digital Twin is introduced as a framework for mir-
roring certain aspects of the underlying physical entities in the manufacturing
processes. The high-level goal of using a Digital Twin framework is to ensure cer-
tain type of process optimization [10–13]. However, in respect of integrating the
human factor, still, one of the biggest challenges requires establishing a relevant
knowledge and comprehensive information model of the human worker. This
knowledge can be used for various purposes such as for UI adaptation processes
or in recommender systems.

4 Digital Twin-Based Multi-modal UI Adaptation
Framework

In order to tackle the defined challenges, we have developed a Digital Twin-Based
Multi-Modal UI Adaptation Framework for assistance systems in the context of
manufacturing processes. As depicted in Fig. 3, our solution extends the existing
MAPE-K paradigm for self-adaptive software systems [14] and it consists of three
main components: Context Manager, Adaptation Manager and Self-adaptive UI.

The Context Manager addresses challenge C1 and is responsible for stor-
ing context of use data and providing contextual information to the Adaptation
Manager. The Context Manager consists of three models: Platform Model, Envi-
ronment Model and a Digital Twin of a Human Model.

The Platform Model defines the characteristics of the underlying interaction
platform. It includes the Operating System and various properties of the under-
lying Device, such as: Battery Level, Network Connection, Screen, as well as
various types of Sensors. In addition, the Context Manager contains the Envi-
ronment Model which specifies the environmental characteristics and include
the current Time, Date, Noise Level, Movement Status, Weather and Location.
Furthermore, the Digital Twin of a Human Model provides a fine grained repre-
sentation of the human worker, by considering numerous human characteristics
including: Personal and Demographic Data, Physical Abilities, Sensory Abilities,
Communication Preferences, Skills, Social and Personal Characteristics, Health
Data and Cognitive Abilities. The development of the Digital Twin of a Human
Model is based on an interdisciplinary study by conduction of semi-structured
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interviews with experts engaged in various research fields. By incorporation of
the Digital Twin of a Human Model we include the personalization factor as an
additional context information for adaptation of the UIs.

Self-adaptive UI

Component Model Feature Data Flow

Navigation Adaptation

Effector

Layout Adaptation

Task-Feature Set
Minimization/Maximization

Modality Adaptation

Legend:

Adaptation Manager

ExecuteMonitor
Knowlegde

Analyze Plan

Knowledge

Context Manager

Temporal Dimension

Environment 

Noise Interferences

Spatial Dimension
Kinematic
interactions

......

Demographic 
Digital Twin of a

Human

Physical 

Social &
Psychological 

Interaction 

......

Device

Platform 

Interfaces

Operating System Modality

......

Sensor

CharacteristicsComponent

Cognitive Health

Component

Fig. 3. Digital Twin-Based Multi-modal UI Adaptation Framework

The Adaptation Manager follows the MAPE-K paradigm [14] and it is respon-
sible for Monitoring the context of use provided by the Context Manager, Analyz-
ing and Planning which adaptation rules will be triggered and finally Executing
the adaption operations on the Self-adaptive UI. The Adaptation Manager sup-
ports four different layers of adaptation rules for the adaptive UIs: Navigation,
Layout, Task-Feature Set Minimization/Maximization and Modality adaptation
which are explained in the following paragraph. The adaptation rules are spec-
ified based on the ECA (Event-Condition-Action) paradigm and the Context
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Model. By establishing a Knowledge component in the Adaptation Manager we
address challenge C3 since it is possible to store log data about previous context
information and adaptation changes. This is achieved due to the Self-adaptive
UI which informs the Context Manager about previously executed adaptation
information.

The Self-adaptive UI component addresses the challenge C2 and provides a
solution for this requirement by establishment of adaptation features which allow
the UIs to be adapted. The adaptation features include: Navigation, Layout,
Task-Feature Set Minimization/Maximization and Modality adaptation. The
Navigation adaptation deals with changes in the navigation flow and adapting
the navigation links, while the Layout adaptation ensures proper adaptation of
the Font, Font Size, Color Theme, etc. Furthermore, the Task-Feature Set Mini-
mization/Maximization adaptation allows changes based on the current context
where the amount of information presented to the user is minimized or maxi-
mized. The Modality adaptation allows change in the interaction modality with
the user. When certain conditions are detected, the graphical UI can change to a
vocal UI and the user can interact by providing and receiving voice commands.

5 Case Studies

In this section, we demonstrate and apply our solution approach for two case
studies related to the example scenarios presented in Sect. 2. We describe the
solution based on the Digital Twin-Based Multi-Modal UI Adaptation Frame-
work. Besides the variety of sensors which are monitoring the environment, the
framework incorporates a fine-grained Digital Twin of a Human Model for pro-
viding personalized adaption of the UI.

5.1 Case Study 1: Solution Approach for Manual Assembly
of E-Cabinet

In this case study, we apply our model-based solution framework for Example
Scenario 1, which is depicted in Fig. 1. In order to tackle the challenge in Situation
2, the Digital Twin provides information about Vision Impairment of the worker.
In addition, the Ambient Light Sensor detects the Brightness decrease in the
room and based on these two parameters, the brightness of the tablet is adapted
appropriately. In respect to Situation 3, we can refer to the excerpt from the
Object Diagram of the Context Model presented in Fig. 4. The Proximity Sensor
detects that, despite the Movement Status, the Distance between the worker and
the tablet is too big (80 cm) and this is the condition which triggers adaptation
of the UI Modality into vocal. Figure 5, depicts this concrete adaptation rule and
the underlying parameters for adapting the modality from visual to vocal.

However, in Situation 4, the speed and the sound level of the voice instruc-
tions are too high for the worker. Based on the personalized information from
the Digital Twin, such as Usage Time, Age and previous Interaction Data, the
UI is adapted, such that the Speed and the Sound Volume of the instructions
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fit to the personal abilities of the human worker. In Fig. 6, we can observe the
underlying parameters for triggering the adaptation rule for Situation 4.

Scenario 1: ContextModel

+ id = 1

Platform 1: Platform

+ type = tablet
+ os = Android OS
+ version = 8.0

Device 1: Device

+ name = Google Nexus
+ bateryLevel = 80 %
+ network = WLAN
+ currentModality = GUI

Sensor 1: Sensor

+ name = Proximity Sensor
+ type = RXDGI2943

Sensor 2: Sensor

+ name = Microphone
+ type = nls8.0

Sensor 3: Sensor

+ name = Camera
+ type = 12MP

Environment 1: Environment

+ timeDate = 07/01/19, 14:53:00
+ noiseLevel = 130 dB
+ movementStatus = true
+ currentDistance = 80cm
+ weather = 22 degrees
+ location = 51.733, 8.7367

DT 1: Digital Twin

+ id = 1001

DataSet 1:Personal Data

+ name = John Doe
+ age = 60 

DataSet 4:Physical Abilties

+ height = 1.84
+ visionImpairment = true

DataSet 7 : Cognitive Abilties

+ informationProcessing = low speed
+ informationPerceptionPeference = visual 

DataSet 6 : Interaction Data

+ preferedModality = GUI
+ font = Helvetica
+ fontSize = 22pt
+ colorTheme = gray and orange
+ soundLevel = 100 dB
+ navigationPreference = normal

DataSet 2 : Skills Data

+ productAssembly = high
+ machineSupervision = medium

DataSet 5:Health Data

+ healthStatus = good
+ previousInjuries = true

DataSet 3 : Psychological and Social

+ mood = not identified  

Screen 1: Screen

+ screenSize: 13 inch
+ screenBrightness = 70 %
+ navigationType = grid
+ taskFeatureSet = high
+ font = TimesNewRoman
+ fontSize = 18pt
+ zoom = 100 %

Sensor 4: Sensor

+ name = Ambient Light
+ type = 04XDFT

DataSet 8 : Task Performance Data

+ task = manual assembly of E-Cabinet
+ averageInstructionDuration: 2 minutes
+ usageTime = 2 days
+ vocalInstructionSpeed = high

Fig. 4. Excerpt from the Object Diagram of the Context Model for Example Scenario
1 - Situation 3

In Situation 5, the worker faces a problem with the navigation and the con-
tent presentation. The Digital Twin provides information that the worker has
used the app only 2 days. Based on additional information from the Digital Twin
the navigation is adapted to a grid navigation and the amount of content pre-
sented on the UI is decreased. The worker can now navigate more intuitively
though the app. In Situation 6, the distance among the worker and the tablet
increases again.

Event Environment.CurrentDistance = 80 cm AND Environment.MovementStatus = true
Condition Environment.CurrentDistance > 50 cm AND Device.CurrentModality != vocal
Action ChangeModalityOfUI (vocal);

Fig. 5.Adaptation rule for adapting to vocalmodality (Example Scenario 1 - Situation 3)

In this case, the Digital Twin provides information about his preferences for
Font, Font Size and Theme Color when he works on longer distance. Therefore,
the Font Size increases and the Color Theme changes, such that the worker can
clearly follow the visual content presentation.
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Event Environment.NoiseLevel = 130 dB AND TaskPerformanceData.VocalInstructionSpeed = 
high

Condition Environment.NoiseLevel > 100 dB AND TaskPerformanceData.VocalInstructionSpeed = 
high AND PersonalData.Age > 50 AND TaskPerformanceData.UsageTime < 1 month

Action ChangeSoundLevel (100 dB);
ChangeInstructionDuration (4 minutes);
ChangeVocalInstructionSpeed (medium);

Fig. 6.Adaptation rule for adapting vocal preferences (Example Scenario 1 - Situation 4)

5.2 Case Study 2: Solution Approach for Manual Assembly
of a Product in a Smart Factory

In the following, we elaborate the solution approach for Example Scenario 2
presented in this paper. As we can observe from Fig. 2, the worker starts to use
the interactive visual guide for instructions. However, in Situation 2 he has to
use gloves for operating a tool and the visual UI modality is not appropriate
anymore.

Similarly as in Example Scenario 1, the Context Model provides information
from the past user experience about preferred interaction modality when using a
concrete tool and the UI modality is switched to vocal. Furthermore, the Digital
Twin provides personalized information about the vocal interaction preferences
of the user - for the adaptation process in Situation 2.

Scenario 2: ContextModel

+ id = 2

Platform 1: Platform

+ type = tablet
+ os = Android OS
+ version = 8.0

Device 1: Device

+ name = Google Nexus
+ bateryLevel = 60 %
+ network = WLAN
+ currentModality = GUI

Sensor 1: Sensor

+ name = Proximity Sensor
+ type = RXDGI2943

Sensor 2: Sensor

+ name = Microphone
+ type = nls8.0

Sensor 3: Sensor

+ name = Camera
+ type = 12MP

Environment 1: Environment

+ timeDate = 09/01/19, 11:14:00
+ noiseLevel = 130 dB
+ movementStatus = false
+ currentDistance = 30cm
+ weather = 21 degrees
+ location = 51.733, 8.737

DT 1: Digital Twin

+ id = 2002

DataSet 1:Personal Data

+ name = John Doe
+ age = 52 

DataSet 4:Physical Abilties

+ height = 1.73
+ visionImpairment = false

DataSet 7 : Cognitive Abilties

+ informationProcessing = low speed
+ informationPerceptionPeference = auditory

DataSet 6 : Interaction Data

+ preferedModality = vocal
+ font = Helvetica
+ fontSize = 28pt
+ colorTheme = black and white
+ soundLevel = 80 dB
+ navigationPreference = grid

DataSet 2 : Skills Data

+ productAssembly = high
+ machineSupervision = low

DataSet 5:Health Data

+ healthStatus = good
+ previousInjuries = true

DataSet 8 : Task Performance Data

+ task = manual assembly of LEGO car
+ averageInstructionDuration: 1.5 minutes
+ usageTime = 3 weeks
+ vocalInstructionSpeed = medium
+ currentInstructionDuration = 5 minutes

DataSet 3 : Psychological and Social

+ mood = contempt  

Screen 1: Screen

+ screenSize: 13 inch
+ screenBrightness = 80 %
+ navigationType = normal
+ taskFeatureSet = high
+ font = TimesNewRoman
+ fontSize = 20pt
+ zoom = 80 %

Sensor 4: Sensor

+ name = Ambient Light
+ type = 04XDFT

Fig. 7. Excerpt from the Object Diagram of the Context Model for Example Scenario
2 - Situation 4
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After the UI is adapted back to visual modality, the current distance among
the assistance system and the worker increases (1.2 m) and this condition triggers
again vocal adaptation of the UI - Situation 3.

Furthermore, Situation 4 illustrates a challenge where the worker is having
difficulties in recognizing a concrete piece needed for assembling the product.
The Context Manager detects that the worker needs much time regarding a
concrete instruction (5 min), but at the same time there is no Movement Status
detected. This event triggers the UI adaptation process and for this purpose
several conditions are checked. The Digital Twin informs that the Mood of the
worker changed from normal to contempt. In addition, the Usage Time, Cur-
rent Distance, Navigation Type, Navigation Preferences, Information Processing
Preferences and Task Feature Set are evaluated. As a result of the conditions
check, the layout of the graphical UI is adapted. This includes adaptation to
a grid navigation and reduction of the amount of information shown on the
screen. In addition, the Font Size is increased and the underlying Color Theme
is adapted. Figure 7 presents an excerpt from the Object Diagram of the Context
Model for Example Scenario 2 in respect to Situation 4, while Fig. 8 depicts the
adaptation rule for Situation 4.

Event TaskPerformanceData.CurrentInstructionDuration = 5 minutes AND
Environment.MovementStatus = false

Condition PsychologicalAndSocial.Mood = contempt AND Environment.CurrentDistance < 50 cm 
AND CognitiveAbilities.InformationPerceptionPreference = auditory AND 
Screen.NavigationType = normal AND InteractionData.NavigationPreferences = grid 
AND Screen.TaskFeatureSet = high 

Action ChangeNavigationType (grid);
ChangeTaskFeatureSet (minimized);
ChangeFont (helvetica);
ChangeFontSize (28 pt);
ChangeColorTheme (black and white);
ChangeZoom (100 %);

Fig. 8. Adaptation rule for adapting the graphical UI layout (Example Scenario 2 -
Situation 4)

6 Conclusion and Outlook

With our solution approach, we provide a novel reference model for multi-modal
adaptive UIs in the context of manufacturing processes. We have demonstrated
the benefit and application of our Digital Twin-Based Multi-Modal UI Adapta-
tion Framework based on two case studies in the context of smart manufacturing.
Our future work focuses on further development of the framework in terms of
refinement of the Digital Twin of a Human Model, development of novel adapta-
tion features and adaptation rules to fit into the domain of smart manufacturing.
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